The DebateWEL G.U.I. allows two players to exchange logical formulas and enthymemes in a persuasion debate game. DebateWEL protocol, described in [1] , ensures consistency of each player with respect to himself and common-knowledge thanks to a SAT solver [2] which is called directly from the SAToulouse interface [3] . The game ends either because the players have found an agreement or because the limit of time has been reached (failure of the debate).
repetition, and that, before the end, all the commitments induced by the moves of his adversary are fulfilled.
• The dialog ends either with the victory of one agent when his adversary has agreed with him, or with a failure when they did not succeed to fulfill their commitment in time (either expressed in seconds or in terms of number of symbols used). DebateWEL is designed for inciting agents rather to agree than to reach a failure of the dialog: the score is high for a persuasive player, middle for a persuaded player and bad if the dialog fails.
Let us recall definitions from [1] : L being a propositional language, an approximate argument is a pair (S, ϕ) where S ⊆ L and ϕ ∈ L . A logical argument (S, ϕ) is such that: (1) S ⊂ L , (2) S ⊥, (3) S ϕ, and (4) S ⊂ S s.t. S ϕ. (S, ϕ) and (S , ϕ ) being approximate arguments, (S , ϕ ) completes (S, ϕ) iff (1) S ⊂ S and ϕ = ϕ or (2) S ⊆ S and {ϕ } ∪ S ϕ and ϕ = ϕ . a is an enthymeme for a iff a is a logical argument and a completes a (a is said incomplete)
We consider a set of eleven speech acts, the six usual speech acts used in persuasion dialog: Accept for accepting a formula, Argue for uttering an argument (which maybe incomplete), Assert for uttering a formula, Challenge for asking for an argument explaining a formula, Close to end the dialog and Retract for removing an asserted formula. Two speech acts that are specific for enthymemes are added to this set, namely Quiz and Agree (proposed by [6] ) for asking for a completion of an argument and for agreeing with the fact that a given pair (S, ϕ) is sufficient to convince that ϕ holds. We also add three more moves: Quizlink enabling to ask for a completed argument that relates its claim to the subject of the dialog, Replace allowing to complete an argument and Dismantle for retracting an argument. In [1] , it is assumed that speech acts commit either the utterer (to be consistent and to be able to explain himself when challenged) and the hearer (to acknowledge that he agrees with the utterances of his adversary (unless they have been retracted)).
DebateWEL interface handles these commitments with a commitment store [7] divided into three parts (see Figure 1) . On the center, the common knowledge part is divided into formulas and arguments. On each side of the screen, the commitment stores of each agent are divided into three parts: propositional formulas and approximate arguments asserted by the agent and commitments towards the other agent, i.e., the requests to which he should answer. The preconditions of each move are translated into consistency checks (done by SAT4j) within the commitment store while the effects of the moves are addition to or removal from the commitment store (following the precise definitions of each move given in [1] ).
In the screen shot of Figure 1 , the first player is named Schopenhauer, he has asserted drama → supreme meaning "In drama, English are supreme", the common knowledge is {opera → music, opera} meaning that the two players agree on the fact that "opera is music" and that "opera exists". After this first move, the second player named "Adversary" is commited to Accept the formula drama → supreme (as long as Schopenhauer has not retracted this assertion). Schopenhauer has been permitted to do it because it is consistent with what he had already said (nothing) and with common knowledge. Checking consistency is done by using SAT4j. The interface for entering formulas is based on SAToulouse as shown on Figure 2 which represents the architecture of DebateWEL.
DebateWEL has several software features: • The hand is materialized by a buzzer, when it is green the agent can buzz. After buzzing, the buzzer becomes orange and the current agent can play its move while his adversary must wait (the moves that are not possible are grayed button, if the formula or argument entered is not consistent or redundant then an error message is delivered). In Figure 1 , the two agents can buzz, the quicker to buzz will be allowed to play.
• In order to help the players, they can choose to load one or several files containing formulas concerning a given topic, it is then possible to select directly these formulas instead of entering them, moreover it is also possible to select among formulas that have already been asserted in the dialog.
• A concise view of arguments is proposed: by default, only the claim is shown (the support can be fold and unfold simply by clicking on it).
• The type of the move of a request is symbolized by a colored bullet and the meaning of the colors is displayed in the center of the screen (see Figure 1 ).
• The score at the end of the dialog is based on the number of the player's formulas present in the common knowledge at the end of the dialog, a big penalty is associated to a player who has not fulfilled his commitments.
• There are two options for the limitation of the dialog: either the time taken by the agent or the number of symbols used in his utterances.
• At the end of the game the common-knowledge is stored in a file.
• DebateWEL enables the user to load an old game, thus it is possible to stop the dialog and save it (in order to continue later).
In the near future, we plan to develop an artificial player on the basis of an A* algorithm, and we also want to make this application available on the web. Indeed if this application is used, then it can help to collect new arguments (hence enrich a set of argument benchmarks, something that is really needed in the field of Argumentation theory). 
